6 Affordable and High Performance Projectors

These installation projectors combine performance and technology into an affordable package for your church.
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As projector technology on high end projectors quickly increases, some new features have trickled down to more affordable projector models. Features such as laser light sources can be found in some of these models, where they are often used in tandem with LEDs to provide an energy efficient, yet still remarkably bright light source that doesn’t need frequent and costly lamp replacements. Models that still do require traditional lamps are designed to facilitate easier lamp replacement without needing to remove the projector from its mount, keeping display corrections after replacing a lamp to a minimum.

Versatility is key for these projectors, as most projectors are now equipped to be able to work in a variety of situations from ranging from environmental projection to digital signage and standard church sanctuary or auditorium settings. Most projectors now feature portrait modes which enable them to be configured to display onto just about any surface, combined with ever expanding capability in motorized picture and keystone adjustments. Some projectors are equipped with a standard built in lens, while others forgo these to enable customers to buy the perfect lens to work with their space. Network connectivity continues to be improved on these models, with LAN connectivity common on many models.

Whether you need a feature rich model packing the latest tech into a sleek package or a more traditional type projector, these models are a good starting point for beginning research into a new projector for any application.
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